
Hellol

This is a summer review packet for students entering 7th 6rade Vanguard

Math.

The purpose of this review packet is to give you a running start in your next

mathematics cla ss.

Basic lnstructrons:

. All problems should be completed without a calculator'

. Expect to tui'n in the completed packet to your teacher on the first day of

ctass.

r You must show any/all work for each problem to receive credit. (staple any

additional work on a separate sheet of paper to the back ofthis packet)

r The first 50 questions are a review of basic math skills

r The remaining questions are aligned with 6th and 7th grade TEKS and will be

used for diagnostic purposes to better help me identify your strengths and

weaknesses

Remember: This rs for your benefrt to help you be more successful as you move

into more advanced mathematics classes.

Thanks,

Mrs. Menchaca

7th Grade Math Teacher

Frank Black Middle School
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8cm

P = 2L + 2W Write the equation

P = 2(10) + 2(8) Replace L and W with the length and width

P = 20 + 16 Multiply

P = 36 cm Simplify and add the conect label

A=rr2 (rE- 3.141

Unit: Knowledge of Algebra, Patterns, and Functions

Objective: Rpp'ly giveffirmulas to a problem-solving situation using formulas having no more than three variables

Example 1 :

The perimeter of a rectangle is twice the length (L) plus twice the width (W) P = 2L + 2W

Use the given formula to find the perimeter of the rectangle.

10 cm

Example 2:

The area A of a circle equals the product of pi (fi) and the square of its radius (r).

Use the given formula to find the area of the circle.

A=nr2
a= 3.14. (2l,,

A=3.14.4
A = '12.56 ft2

Write the equation

Replace fi with 3.14 and r with 2

Square the 2

Simplify and add the correct label

1.) The formula for flnding the area of a rectangle is

A = L . W. Use this formula to find the area of the

rectangre.

2.) The formula for finding the area of a triangle is

n= I un. Find the area of the triangle below.
2

12 
.fl

Find the area of the traoezoid.

br=18cm

3.) A trapezoid has two bases (br and h',) The formttla for

{inding the area of a trapezoid is: A: +h(4 + b2)
b1 =Ecm

4.) The formula for finding the volume of a rectangular

orism is V=L.W.H. Find the volume ofthe box.

L=12in.

5.) Margot planted a rectangular garden that was 18 feet
long and 10 feet wide. How many feet of fencing will she

need to go all the way around the garden? P = 2L + 2W

6.) Juan ran all the way around a circular track one time.

The diameter (d) of the track is 60 meters. The formula for
circumference of a circle is C = nd. Use this formula to find

out how far Juan ran,

On a scale of I -5 (l: Weak,5: Strong) rate yourself on this section of math: I 2 3 4 5
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Ploce Volue ond Rounding
Give ihe ploce volue of ihe underlined digit'
ploce.

1. 543.26

Then round lhe number fo thot

2. 2.341

Comporing ond Ordering Decimols
Copy ond complele the stotemenl using <' >' or ='

7.0.4 0.42 8 023-0230

to. 1.05 

- 
1.50

3. 482,6st.34s

s. 24,500.0s

9. 37 .2 _ 37 .19

Adding ond Subtrocting Decimols
Find lhe sum or difference.

11. 5.1 + 2.7

13. 4.21 -2.1

15. 3.4578 + 6.589

4. t .2222

6. 345,251 .2617

12. 2.14 + 3.7 5

14. 1 .25 - 1.12

16.9.24-2.351

18. 4.,l x 0.52

Multiplying ond Dividing Decimols
Find the Product or quollenr'

17. 2.3X 5.1

19. 1.4+2 20. 2.55 + 0.5



21. 3.09 X 5.26

Mixed Numbers ond lmproper Froctions
Write the mixed number os on improper froction.

22. 36.75 + 2.45

24.

25. n?
5

Write the improper froction os o mixed number.

^1 13
ll.

6

A^ 100
za.

a
J

Adding ond Sublrocting Froctions
Find the sum or difference.

t1
Jt. -+-55

ll t0
JJ.

12 t2

).. 1

JJ. -+-aa1/

1
a-L_

i.+
23. J

9

28. I
6

26. 6-
a
J

44
JU. 

-5

sz. 1+Z
88

34. 9-?
77

(I
JI

JO. ---84



Muliiplying Froclions ond Whole Numbers
Find the product.

37. sx? 3s. 1xl678

Geomeiry

39. Find f he perimeler of o squore with sides 5 inches long

40. Find the perimeter of o iriongle with sides 2 cm, 7 cm. ond 9 cm.

4l. Find the perimeler of o rectongle with sides 3 cm ond 4 cm.

42. Find the oreo of o squore wilh sides / feel long.

Percenls
Express eoch decimol os o percenl.

43. 0.42 44. 0.37 5

Express eoch percent os o decimol.
45. 2l%

4/. Whol is 25% of 500?

48. 30 is whoi perceni of 1 50?

49. 12is 40% of whot number?

46. 3.57

50. Whoi is 70% of 350?

I
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Onascaleofl-5(1:Weak,5:Strong)rateyourselfonthissectionofmath: I 2 3 4 5

@ionships & comPutation

Objective: Add, subtract, multiply and divide integers. - A

Examples:
ADDITION INTEGER RULES:

For integers with the same sign:
. The sum of two positive integers is POSITIVE'

. The sum oftwo negative integers is NEGATIVE'

For integers with different signs, subtract their absolute value' The sum is:

. Positive lF the positive integer has the greater absolute value'

. Negative lF the negative integers has the greater absolute value'

ExamDles:
- 6 + (- 3) = add keep the sign ='9

I + G 7) = subtract keep the sign of the higher

SUBTMCTION INTEGER RULES'

. Keep the first number the same

Examples:
6-9= 6+(.9) = -s

-3-7= -3+(-7) = .to

. Switch the subhaction sign to ADDITION

. Change the second number to it's opposite. Opposite: ' 6 to 6

. Follow Addition rules above.

- 34 + (' 211= add keeP the sign = ' 55

='l - 5 + 4 = subtract keep the sign of the higher = ' 1

-10-('12) = '10+12= 2

1-l -2\= 1+2= 3

1.) Add: 2 + (- 7) 2.) Subtract: -'13 - 8

3.) Evaluate a- b if a = - 2 and b = - 7 4.) Evaluatex+y+zif x = 3, y ='5,andz-- -2

5.) ln Mongolia the temperature can dip down to - 450 C

in January. The temperature in July may reach 400 C.

What is the temperature range in Mongolia?

6.) Write an addition expression to describe skateboarding

situation. Then determine the sum.

Hank starts at the bottom of a half pipe 6 feet below street

level. He rises 14 feet at the top of his kickturn,

Summer Math Packet
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Onascaleofl-5(l:Weak,5:Strong)rateyourselfonthissectionofmath: 1 2 3 4 5

@ips&comPutation
Objective: Add, subtract, multiply and divide integers - B

Examples:

MULTIPLYING & DIVIDING INTEGER RULES:

. Two integers with DIFfERENT signs the answer is NEGATIVE'

. Two integers with SAME signs the answer is POSITIVE'

Examples:

5 (- 2) = $ 116., - 2, the signs are different so the answer will be negative = - 10

(- 6) ' (' s1 = 16E .;gns are the same so the answer will be positive = 54

30 + (- 51 = thg e;tns are different so the answer will be negative = ' 6

- 100 + (. 5) = the signs are the same so the answer will be positive = 20

Z; Divide: 356 + (- 25)
t.1 lrtutitptY: - 14 (- 7)

4) Evaluate f d=-Z,e=-4,andf =8
fluatuateifa=-3ancc=5

otA sL,bntrte descerrdsAa tate of 60 feet each

rinrt , tto* tong *ill it take it to descend to a depth of

660 feet belo's the srrrface?

@achhourfor6
nJurs. oeiermine tne total change in the stock value over
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Remember, equations musi always remain balanced

. lf you add or subtract the same number from each side of an equation' the two sides remain equal'

. lf you multiply or divlde the same number from each side of an equation' the two sides remain equal'

uffi;ge of AlgebrtPatterns, and Functions

Oulr.ti"., DeiJrmine th-e unknown in a linear equariionl[h 'l or 2 operations

Example 1: Solvex+5=11
x + 5 = 11 Write the equation

-5 =-5 Subtract 5 from both sides
-T= 6 Simplify

Example 2: Solve - 21 = - 3Y

- Zt = -]3ry_ Write the equation
.3 = -3 Divide each side bY - 3

7 = y Simptify

Example 3: Solve 3x + 2 = 23

3x + 2= 23 Write the equation
-2 =-2 Subtract 2 from each side
gx =21 Simptify

3 3 Divide each side bY 3

x=7 Simplify

r--)'-------v
Check

r--5'-----v
Check

x + 5 = 11 Write the equation

6+5=11 Replacexwitho
11= 11/ The sentence is true

- 21 = - 3y Write the equation

-21 = - 3(71 RePlace the Y with 7

-21 = - 21? Multiply - is the sentence true?

3x + 2 = 23 Write the equation

3(71+ 2= 23? Replace x with 7

21 +2=23? Multiply

23 = 23? Add - is the sentence true?

2.) Solve 48 = - 6r1.) Solvex-9=.12

4.) Solve 4t + 3.5 = 12.53.) Solve2t+7=-1

6) An online retailer charges $6.99 plus $0.55 per pound

to shio electronics purchases. How many pounds is a DVD

player for which the shipping charge is $1 1.94?

5.) lt costs $12 to aftend a golf clinic with a local pro

Buckets of balls for practice during the clinic cost $3 each.

How many buckets can you buy at the clinic if you have

$30 to spend?

Onascaleofl-5(l:Weak,5: Strong)rateyourselfonthissectionofmath: I 2 3 4 5
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Unit: Knowledge of Measurement
Objective: Determine the distance between 2 points using a drawing and a scale.

A scale drawing represents something that is too large or too smallto be drawn at actual size. Similarly, a

scale model can be used to represent something that is too large or too small for an actual-size model, The

scale gives the relationship between the drawing/model measure and tl'e act'Jal measure.

Example: On this map, each grid unit represents 50 yards. Find the distance from Patrick's Point to Agate Beach

Patrick's Point
to Agate Beach

8 units <- map

1.x = 50.8

x= 400

from Patrick's Point to Agate Beach.

Z; Lexie is mafing a model of the Empire State Building

The scate of the model is '1 inch = 9 feet

The needle at the top is 31,5 feet tall.

How big should the needle be on the

model?

1.) 0n a map, the distance from

Los Angeles to San Diego is 6.35 cm,

The scale is 1 cm = 20 miles. What is

the actual distance?

')
4.) A model ship is built to a scale of 1 cm : 5 meters.

The length of the model is 30 centimeters, What is the

lengih of the actual shiP?

3.) A scale drawing of an automobile has a scale of

1 inch = % foot. The actual width of the car is 8 feet. What

isthewidthonthescaledrawing?#

Actual car
O.1l ponO is being dug according to plans that have a

scale of i inci = 6.5 feet, The maximum distance across

the pond is 9.75 inches on the plans What will be the

actrai maximum distance across the pond?
Pla ns

t) Jose wants to build a model o{ a 18o-meter tall

building. He will be using a scale of 1.5 centimeters = 3 5

meters. Howtall will the model be? Round your arlswer to

Onascaleofl-5(l:Weak,5:Strong)rateyourselfonthissectionofmath: I 2 3 4 5

Scale

map ----) l unit

actual ---+ 50 yards



Pre- r2 ummer a ac
Unit: Knowledge of Geometry

Objective: Determine the congruent parts of polygons.

Gongruent PolYgons Non Congruent PolYgons

>\

Congruent PolYgons
Polygons that have exactly the same size and

the same shape

Conqruent Segments Seqments that have the same length

Conqruent Anqles Anqles that have the salne_lreaeglq

Corresponding Sides of a PolYgon
Sides of a polygon that are matched up with

sides of another congruent or similar polygon

Corresponding Angles of a PolYgon
Angles of a polygon that match up with angles

of another congruent or similar polyge!-
AABC = 

ADEF

A
3cm

B

Corresponding sides and angles of congruent
polygons are congruent:

IA ID
18 IE
IC IF

nS=DE
BC=EF
rc=Of

1.)
\,

4cm

F
8cm

M

X

N

Polygon FGHJ = polygon NMLK

Gomplete the followin g cong ruence statements.

a) Gi-i= b) KL = c)f,l =

Z;tse tne figures in problem #1 to complete the following

congruence statements.

a) tG=- b)zK=

c\ tH= d) tF =

3.) Look at the figures in problem #1, Determine the

measuie of each segment or angle.

a) x=_ b) y=_ c) z=

4.) Polygon HJKLMNPQ is congruent to polygon. 
nSiUvxyZ. What is the length, in units, otffi
(Note: Figures are not drawn to scale.)

On a scale of 1 - 5 (1: Weak, 5: Strong) rateyourself on this section of math: | 2 3 4 5

l1
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Onascaleofl-5(l:Weak,5:strong)rateyourselfonthissectionofmath: I 2 3 4 5

thit: Knowledge of Number Relationships & Computation

Objective: DetJrmine rate of increase anb decrease, discounts, simple interest, commission, sales tax - A

Examples:
. A percent of change is a ratio that compares the changein quantity to the original.amount. lf the

originat quantity iJ increased, it is a PERCENT OF INCREASE. lf the original quantity is decreased, it is

a PERCENT OF DECREASE.

Last year 2,376 people attended the rodeo. This year, attendance was 2,950' What was the percent of change in

attendance to the nearest whole percent?

I since this year's attendance is greater than last year's attendance, this is a percent of INCREASE'

I The amount of increase is 2,950 -2,376=574. (Percent of DECREASE: original -new.)

., o/o amount of changer Use the ProPortion: --- =-100 oriqinal amount

I The rodeo attendance increased by about24o/o'

DISCOUNT

Determine the price of a $69'50 tennis racket that is on sale for 20% off'

r Use the percent proportion to determine the amount of discount'

n - 5'/4 
n = 0.24 or 24%

100 2,376

20_ n

100 69.50
20x69.50=100n

1390 = 100n

100 100

13.90 = nThe amount of discount is $13.90

I Subtract the amount ofdiscountfrom the price. 69.50 - 13'90 = $55'60

The sale price of the tennis racket is $55.60'
2) Determine the sale price to the nearest cent1.) Determine the percent of change. Round to the

nearest whole percent if necessary, State whether the

percent of change is an INCREASE or DECREASE

Original: 250

New: 100

C) Lustinls Uuying a cell phone that has a regular price of

$149. The cell phone is on sale for 15% off the regular

price. What will be the sale Price?

f1 Oetermine tne percent of change Round to the

nearest whole percent if necessary. State whether the

percent of change is an INCREASE or DECREASE.

Original: $84

New: $100

q You want to buy a new sweater' The regular price was

$48 dollars. The sale price was $34. What was the

percent of discount to the nearest percent?

tI Albia phnted 45 tulip bulbs last year' This year she

plans to plant 65 bulbs. Determine the percent of increase

in the number of tulip bulbs to the nearest tenth.



Pre-Aleebra - Summer
Unit: Knowledge of Algebra, Patterns, and Functions
Objective: Graph ordered pairs in a coordinate plane.

The coordinate plane is used to locate points. The horizontal number line is the x-axis. The vertical

number line is the y-axis. Their intersection is the origin.
Points are located using ordered pairs. The first number in an ordered pair is the x-coordinate; the

second number is the y-coordinate.

The coordinate plane is separated into four sections called quadrants.

Example 1 : Name the ordered pair for point P. ihen identify the quadrant in which P lies. Quadrant 2 Quadrant I

: ilffii lli,31'3ii.,.,s the x-axis
. Move 3 units up on the y-axis.

The ordered pair for point P is (- 4, 3),

P is in the upper left quadrant or quadrant ll.

Example 2: Graph and label the point M (0, - 4).
. Start at the origin.
. Move 0 units along the x-axis.
. Move 4 units down on the y-axis.
. Draw a dot and label it M(0, - 4).

4-g-2 2 3 4x

-i
ltl

M$, -4

Quadrant 3 Quadrant4

1.) Name the ordered pair for each point graphed at the

right. Then identify the quadrant in which each point lies.

Coordinates Quadrant

( ,_)

(_, _)

(_, _)

(_, _)

4-3-2 lol 1234r

2.) Find each of the points below on the coordinate plane.

Then identify the quadrant in which each point lies,

( ,_)

Coordinates Quadnnt

A (_, _)
J ( ,_)
B (_, _)

-D-4-3-2 x

I(;

3.) Graph and label each point on the coordinate plane.

N (3, -1)

P (-2,41

o (-3, -4)

R (0,0)

s (.5, o)

4.) Graph and label each point on the coordinate plane.

D (0,4)

E (5,5)

G (.3, o)

H (-6,.2)

J (0, -2)

ot 1 2 3 4 5 6r

On a scale of I -5 (1: Weak, 5: Strong) rateyourselfon this section ofmath: 1 2 3 4 5
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Unit fnowteOge of Probabili$
objective: Make predictions and express probabi|ity of the results of a survey or simulation as a fraction,

decimal, or percent, - B

Fl#l'l,t'|.,, . ** to measure the chance that an event witt occur' You can use this formula to determine the probability' P' of an

event. 
o _ number of favorable outcomes
^ 

number of P ossible outcomes

Probability can be expressed as a FMCTION, DECIMAL' or PERCENT'

A j* *ntrin. 10 purple, 3 orange, and 12 blue marbles A marble is drawn at random'

Determine the probability that you wri pirr, prrpr. marble. Express your answer in a fraction, decimal, and %

Step 1 -Determinethe total#of marbles l0 + 3 + 12 = 25

ii.'p i - oti.tti.. the probability of picking a purple marble P(purple)

Step 3 - SimPlifY the fraction.

S-tt'p + - Coilu6,t fraction to a Decimal- Divide, 
" '?,,-l ;11^ -,r,r n |t = ^^ot^ii![, - cilt.ti o*i*ri t .'2. - urt* oecimal 2 places to the right 0'4 = 40%

@cubelootimes,she
- Number on cube Freq ue!9y

1 12

2 18

3 21

4 '16

5 17

6 to

What is the experimental probability of rolling a number

less than 3? Express your answer as a fraction' a decimal'

and a percent.

ifiTffi;';A numbet cL,be s rolled, and the spinner

lJto* is spun. Determine the probability of rolling a 3 and

spinning blue. (B=blue, R=red) Express your answer as a

fiaction, a decimal, and a Y"

ai n rar co;tarnt ts or.nst 1a -hite, 10 pink' 2 green'

.nd 9'blr. marbles A marble is drawn at random

Determine the probability for the following situation-

Eipr.t. yout 
"n.*er 

in Fraction, Decimal, and % forms'

P (pink or orange) =

iJ Aiar contansffianselz white, 10 pink' 2 green'

and 9'btu. marbles. A marble is drawn at random

Determine the probability for the following situation-

E*pr.r. your. 
"nt*er 

in Fraction, Decimal, and % forms

P (not blue) =

6,) trsk$ide-dlffid r5 times and the results are

re'corOed as tottows: 4 ones, 5 twos, 5 threes' 3 fours' 4

iiu., + tittt. What is the experimental probability of

rollino a number greater than four? Express your answer

in fraction, decimal, and % forms

t.-
5i A slx-s'ded dle is rolled 20 times and the results are

ie'corOei as totto*s: 3 ones, 4 twos, 5 threes' 2 fours 4

iiu.r, i ti*.t What is the experimental probability of

rollinq a number greater than four? Express your answer

in Friction, Decimal, and % forms

On a scale of I - 5 (l: Weak, 5: Strong) rate yourself on this section of math: I
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Unit: Knowledge of Probability
Objective: Determine the probability of an event comprised of 2 independent events.
Examples:

r INDEPENDENT EVENTS: the outcome of one event does NOT affect the outcome of the 2nd event.
r The probability of two independent events can be found by multiplying the probability of the first event by

the probability ofthe second event.
I P(A and B)= P (A) . P (B)

A number cube is rolled, and the spinner at the right is spun.
Determine the probability of rolling a 2 and spinning a vowel.

P (2 and vowel) = P (2) .

l
6

P (vowel)

221
5 30 15

A coin is tossed and a number cube is rolled. Find the probability of tossing tails and rolling a 5.

P(tails,5) =P(tails)

I
2

x P (5)

tlx - =-6t2

1.) A coin is tossed, and a number cube is rolled. What is
the probability of tossing heads, and rolling a 3 or a 5?

2.) A red and a blue number cube are rolled. Determine
the probability that an odd number is rolled on the red cube
and a number greater than 1 is rolled on the blue cube.

3.) One letter is randomly selected from the word PRIME

and one letter is randomly selected from the word MATH.
What is the probability that both letters selected are
vowels?

4.) What is the probability of spinning a number greater

than 5 on a spinner numbered I to 8 and tossing a tail on a
coin?

5.)
Kid's Garnival Meals

Choose 1 from each column
Chicken Nuggets French Fries
Hamburger Apple slices
Cheeseburger
Pizza

What is the probability that Joey will choose a hamburger
anrl ennla clinoc?

6.)

For his probability experiment, Ryan is going to spin a
spinner afld rol{ a six-sided number cube. What is the
probability of spinning "Red" and rolling a "2"?

Onascaleofl-5(l:Weak,5: Strong)rateyourselfonthissectionofmath: I 2 3 4 5

19
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Unit: Knowledge of Statistics
objective: Compare the measures of central tendency (mean, median, mode) to determine which is most appropriate'

tlse ttre table at the right.

Find the mean, median, &

mode of the data.

Mean: 488.3

Median: 150

Mode: None

Which measure would most describe the data? Median

which measure of centrar tendency wourd be misreading in describing the size of the,islands? Explain'

The mean could be misleading since the areas of all but one of the islands are less than that value'

# shown the MOST often

:ilT,i:Tli,l .6.
appears the most.

2 modes - Bimodal

Order data from least to

greatest, then find the

middle #
Sum of Data (+)

# of Data Points (+;

-- Data has manY identical

(same)#s
- Data has outliers

- There are no large gaPs in

the middle of the data

- Data has no outliers

Oufliers are REALLY low & high

#s
Caribbean lslands

metermne the mean, rneOian, and mode of the data'

2.) Which measure of central tendency is misleading in

describing the miles of shoreline for the states? Explain'

3.) Which measure of central tendency most accurately

describes the data? ExPlain'

of shoreline for five

states to answer questions 1 - 3'

mode of the data'

5.) Which measure of central tendency would be

misleading in describing the book sales & which measure

most accurately describes the data? Explain'

@belowthatshowsthe
number of books soid erch day for 20 days to answer

questions 4 - 5.

Book Sales Per
18 23 15

16011
10 13 17

23 11 16

24 12 27

23
24
19
12

36

their Latin Class' Use the table below to

ain their ieasoning and detgryile which student is earning a

GRADES (%)

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Test 5 Test 7

Michael 80 76 73 70 40 25 10

Melissa 88 83 75 70 60 65 62

on a scale of 1 - 5 (1: Weak, 5: Strong) rateyourself on this section of math: L 2 3 4 5

a
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